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(54) Method of and apparatus for identifying a coin

(57) To provide an extremely highly reliable coin
identifying method and an apparatus, capable of exactly
identifying a clad coin without having to pay attention to
what kind it belongs to. It employs an eddy current loss
detecting type magnetic sensor comprising coils, which
said magnetic sensor being formed by arranging an ex-
citing coil and a reflection detecting coil on the same
side with respect to a coin to be identified. The method

includes exciting the exciting coil by synthesizing to-
gether at least three kinds of frequencies, calculating an
attenuation rate by dividing, with an output of the reflec-
tion detecting coil when not having a coin, an output dif-
ference of the reflection detecting coil between a time
having a coin and a time not having a coin in relation to
various frequencies, thereby performing the coin iden-
tification.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an extremely
highly reliable method and apparatus for identifying a
coin, which is suitable for use in a coin handling machine
such as a coin sorting machine, a coin receiving ma-
chine and a coin packing machine, and is also capable
of exactly identifying what kind a coin belongs to and
whether a coin is a true one.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] As a prior art, there has been known a coin
identifying apparatus such as that which was disclosed
in Japanese Patent No.2567654. Such kind of coin iden-
tifying apparatus is capable of exciting an oscillating coil
with a high frequency and a low frequency, obtaining a
sum of the output attenuations of various frequencies
fed from a data receiving coil, identifying coins in ac-
cordance with different outputs indicating that a coin is
a clad coin (a bimetallic coin) having its entire surface
formed by an identical material or indicating that a coin
is made of only single one material and single one struc-
ture. Here, what is meant to be a clad coin is an example
shown in FIG.1, which is a three-layer structure (front
surface, immediate body and back surface) made of dif-
ferent materials, using aluminium (Al) or copper as its
core layer which is covered on both sides thereof by a
copper-nickel (CuNi). In general, an output signal indi-
cating a copper-nickel coin will have a different signal
level from that of an output signal indicating a clad coin
which is made of a copper-nickel only on the surface
thereof.
[0003] However, with the above conventional appara-
tus, there is a problem that it is impossible to exactly
identify a clad coin. This is because there may be exist-
ing other kind of a coin which is made of single one ma-
terial but which will produce the same output level as
that of a clad coin made of a copper-nickel only on the
surface thereof.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention has been accomplished
in view of the above problems, its object is to provide an
extremely highly reliable coin identifying method and an
apparatus therefor, capable of exactly identifying a clad
coin without having to pay attention to what kind it is.
[0005] The present invention relates to (a method
and) an apparatus for identifying a coin. The present in-
vention is the following manner. Namely, said method
employs an eddy current loss detecting type magnetic
sensor comprising coils, which sensor being formed by
arranging an exciting coil and a reflection detecting coil

on the same side with respect to a coin to be identified,
said method includes exciting the exciting coil by syn-
thesizing together at least three kinds of frequencies,
calculating an attenuation rate by dividing, with an out-
put of the reflection detecting coil when not having a
coin, an output difference of the reflection detecting coil
between a time having a coin and a time not having a
coil in relation to various frequencies, alternatively or
further, dividing the attenuation rates at the above vari-
ous frequencies with an attenuation rate at a specific
frequency so as to effect a standardization, thereby per-
forming the coin identification. If the above coin identifi-
cation is further performed in accordance with an output
of a transmission detecting coil provided facing the
above exciting coil and the reflection detecting coil, the
above object may be achieved more effectively.
[0006] Further, the present invention provides the fol-
lowing means including an exciting coil to be excited by
synthesizing together at least three kinds of frequen-
cies, a reflection detecting coil wound around the same
core for winding the exciting coil, a separating means
for separating a plurality of the frequency components
from the output of the reflection detecting coil. an iden-
tifying means capable of operating in accordance with
a plurality of the frequency components separated by
the above separating means, dividing with an output not
having a coin an output difference of the reflection de-
tecting coil between a time having a coin and a time not
having a coin in relation to various frequencies, thereby
calculating an attenuation rate, alternatively or further,
dividing the attenuation rates at the above various fre-
quencies with an attenuation rate at a specific frequency
so as to effect a standardization, thereby performing the
coin identification. If the above separating means com-
prises a band pass filter, a full wave rectifying circuit, a
low pass filter and an A/D converter, and if the above
identifying means is made capable of performing a cal-
culation with the use of a digital value, the above object
may be achieved more effectively.
[0007] Still further, the present invention provides the
following means including an exciting coil to be excited
by synthesizing together at least three kinds of frequen-
cies, a reflection detecting coil wound around the same
core for winding the exciting coil, a transmission detect-
ing coil wound around a detecting core facing the above
exciting coil, a separating means for separating a plu-
rality of the frequency components from the output of
the reflection detecting coil, an identifying means capa-
ble of operating in accordance with a plurality of the fre-
quency components separated by the above separating
means, dividing with an output of the reflection detecting
coil when not having a coin an output difference of the
reflection detecting coil between a time having a coin
and a time not having a coin in relation to various fre-
quencies, thereby calculating an attenuation rate, while
at same time operating in accordance with an output of
the transmission detecting coil to detect the outer ap-
pearance of the coin so as to identify the same.
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[0008] The present invention relates to a method of
identifying a coin, wherein said coin is constructed by
three layers of a front surface, an immediate body and
a back surface, and said front surface is acted by at least
a first frequency, said immediate body is acted by at
least a second frequency and said back surface is acted
by at least a third frequency, by using at least said three
frequencies.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] In the accompanying drawings:

FIG.1 is an outer appearance view illustrating one
example of a clad coin;
FIG.2 is a brief construction illustration of the coin
sorting machine;
FIG.3 is a structural view schematically illustrating
a wire arrangement showing one example of a mag-
netic sensor used in the present invention;
FIG.4 is an arrangement structural view indicating
one example of a detecting core and an exciting
core for use in the magnetic sensor;
FIG.5 is a view indicating a condition showing how
the detecting core and the exciting core are wound
by a transmission detecting coil, an exciting coil and
a reflection detecting coil;
FIG.6 is a view indicating an example showing how
a shield plate is provided in the magnetic sensor;
FIG.7 is a view showing an outer appearance of the
magnetic sensor;
FIG.8 is a view of a condition indicating how a coin
is identified in the magnetic sensor;
FIG.9 is a block diagram indicating an example of
a circuit used in the coin identifying apparatus of the
present invention;
FIG.10 provides waveform graphs indicating oper-
ation examples of the present invention;
FIG.11 provides waveform graphs indicating oper-
ation examples of the present invention;
FIG.12 is a graph indicating examples of the char-
acteristics of the reflection detection;
FIG.13 is a graph indicating examples of the char-
acteristics of the transmission detection;
FIG.14 is a graph indicating examples of the char-
acteristics of the reflection detection;
FIG.15 is a graph indicating examples of the char-
acteristics of the transmission detection; and
FIG.16 is a structural view schematically illustrating
a wire arrangement showing another example of a
magnetic sensor used in the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0010] First, a coin sorting machine 300 will be ex-
plained with reference to FIG.2, and the present inven-
tion is applicable to the coin sorting machine 300.

[0011] FIG.2 illustrates an embodiment of a coin sort-
ing machine, a rotary circular plate 301 is freely rotatably
supported on a base plate 302 by means of a shaft
301A. The outer periphery portion of the rotary circular
plate 301 is covered by a circumferential wall 303. Then,
on the base plate 302 there is fixed a bottom plate 304
whose upper surface forms an identical plane with the
upper surface of the rotary circular plate 301. The bot-
tom plate 304 is provided with two coin passage wall
members 305 and 306, and is further formed with a coin
stop passage 310, whose downstream side is provided
with several coin sorting holes 320A, 320B, ... 320F,
thereby forming a coin sorting passage 320. The inlet
side of the other passage wall member 305 is provided
with a roller 330A which is located on the circumferential
edge of the rotary circular plate 301. On the other hand,
the inlet side of the other passage wall member 306 is
disposed along a straight line direction of the circumfer-
ential edge of the circular rotary plate 301. Further, the
passage wall member 305 is formed with a notch 330B
so that a coin stopping member 331 is allowed to escape
therethrough.
[0012] On the other hand, at a front end in a coin send-
ing direction of the coin stop passage 310, there is pro-
vided a magnetic sensor 100 which is used as a first
counting means and employs a magnetic sensor for
magnetically detecting a coin. A coin 340 passing there-
through will be detected, while the denomination of the
money and the number of the coins will be detected and
counted by a money denomination discriminating sec-
tion (not shown). Moreover, the upper surface of the coin
stopping member 331 is protruding from the upper sur-
face of the bottom plate 304, and is connected through
a connecting piece member of a solenoid which is not
shown in the figure. Then, at a time when the solenoid
is not excited, by virtue of an internal spring and in a
manner shown by a solid line in the figure, the passing
of a coin will not be hampered since the stopping mem-
ber will be caused to retract to move into the notch of
the passage wall member 305. However, at a time when
the solenoid is excited, as shown by a chain line in the
figure, the movement of the coin 340 will be stopped
since the stopping member is protruding on to the coin
passage way. In addition, on the upper surface of the
coin stop passage 310, there is provided an introduction
belt 311 extending from an inlet entrance above and
over the rotary circular plate 301. Such introduction belt
311 is wound around pulleys 312 and 313. Then, the
pulleys 312, 313 are provided at predetermined height
positions (at which the belt 311 can get contact with the
upper surface of the coin 340 with a predetermined pres-
sure, and can send or feed the coin 340) with respect to
the upper surface of the coin stop passage 310.
[0013] Nevertheless, the front portion of the transport-
ing belt 314 is wound around the pulleys 315, 316, and
is bent by a right angle towards a direction of the coin
sorting passage 320, by virtue of a pulley 317. Further,
the end of the passage wall member 306 has a bent side
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surface 318 capable of guiding the coin 340 to cause it
to move along a bent portion of the transporting belt 314.
[0014] On the other hand, on the coin sorting passage
320 of the bottom plate 304, there are formed sorting
groove holes 320A, 320B, ... ,320F which are arranged
in the order beginning with a hole for passing a smallest
diameter coin and ending with a hole for passing a larg-
est diameter coin. In front of the sorting groove holes
320A, 320B, ... ,320F, there are provided magnetic sen-
sors 321A to 321F which are used as second detecting
means for magnetically detecting the passing of the
coins 340. Further, on the upper portions of the sorting
groove holes 320A to 320F, there are provided straight
linear sending belts 322A and 322B each having a cir-
cular cross section. One of the sending belts 322A and
322B is wound around a pulley 323, while the other of
them is wound around a pulley 316 located on the down-
stream side of the transporting belt 314. Here, reference
numeral 324 is used to represent a guide roller which is
located on the upper portions of the sorting groove holes
320A, 320B, ... 320F, for preventing an upward floating
of the sending belts 322A and 322B, and for guiding the
movement of the belts 322A and 322B in the horizontal
direction. Reference numeral 325 is used to represent
a pulley located on the middle portions of the sorting
groove holes 320A, 320B, ... 320F, for preventing an up-
ward floating of the sending belts 322A and 322B, and
for preventing the movement of the belts 322A and 322B
in the horizontal direction. Moreover, reference numeral
326 is used to represent a positioning roller for guiding
and positioning the coins 340 in order that the coins 340
may be sent to the formal positions on the sorting groove
holes 320A, 320B, ... ,320F. Reference numerals 327A
to 327E are used to represent reference rollers having
the same diameters and the same shapes, which are
provided on side portions corresponding to various sort-
ing holes 320A to 320E, capable of restricting one side
position of each coins 340, and deciding a passing rail
with respect to the sorting holes 320A to 320E. There-
fore, these reference rollers 327A to 327E are arranged
to be in parallel with the belts 322A and 322B. With re-
spect to this, the positioning roller 326 is located in a
manner such that the outer periphery surface thereof is
positioned in front of the reference rollers 327A to 327E,
as shown in FIG.2, while the bent side surface 318 of
the passage wall member 306 is located further before
the outer periphery surface of the roller 326. For this rea-
son, coins below the transporting belt 314 is allowed to
get in contact with the bent side surface 318 so as to be
guided to gradually change its moving direction under
the transporting belt 314 and at the same time to move
to a position under the pulley 316. At this moment, the
coin gets in contact with the periphery surface of the po-
sitioning roller 326 so that its position is determined, and
it is moved in parallel with the belts 322A and 322B, so
as to come into contact with the reference rollers 327A
to 327E during its movement.
[0015] On the other hand, in the vicinity of the refer-

ence roller 327A, the belts 322A and 322B are movably
guided in the horizontal direction by virtue of the guide
roller 324, while its horizontal movement back and forth
is restricted by the pulleys 316, 325. Accordingly, there
is no sliding movement between the coin 340 and the
belts 322A and 322B, the change in its advancing move-
ment caused by a contact between the coin and the pe-
riphery surface of the reference rollers will cause a de-
flection in the horizontal direction between the pulleys
316and 325 of the belts 322A and 322B. A restoring
force of the belts 322A, 322B caused due to such a de-
flection may in contrast serve as a coin's pressing force
to be exerted on the reference rollers 327A to 327F,
while the coin itself will be moved along the periphery
surfaces of the reference rollers 46A to 46E. After that,
as soon as the coin arrives at the most outwardly pro-
truding points on the outer periphery surfaces of the ref-
erence rollers 327A to 327E (a position where the guide
roller 324 is provided, shown in FIG.2), the coin will be
positioned on to the sorting groove hole 320A. If it is a
kind of coin corresponding to the sorting groove hole
320A, since the size of the most outwardly protruding
point on the periphery surface of the reference roller
327A and the size of an opposite edge portion of the
sorting groove hole 320A are slightly larger than the di-
ameter of the coin of this kind of money, a coin edge
portion located opposite to the reference roller 327A will
be deviated from the bottom plate 304, so that the coin
will be quickly dropped into the sorting groove hole
320A, by virtue of a pressing force of the guide roller
324 and the belts 322A, 322B, so as to be received into
a temporary retaining box or a money safe box (both of
them are not shown in the figure). The coins not coinci-
dent with the sorting groove hole 320A will be further
moved along the surface of the reference roller 327A,
by virtue of a pressing force of the belts 322A, 322B and
a horizontal restoring force, so as to be returned to its
moving path before coming into contact with the refer-
ence roller 327A. At this moment, the coin gets into con-
tact with the next reference roller 327B and receives the
same motion as the above, so as to be dropped into a
corresponding groove hole of the sorting groove holes
320B to 320F, thereby receiving coin into a money safe
box (not shown). Nevertheless, a restriction on the hor-
izontal movement of the belts 322A and 322B with re-
spect to the second one onwards along the sorting
groove holes 320B to 320F, may be performed with the
use of the pulley 325 positioned before or after the sort-
ing hole. Further, the sizes of the sorting groove holes
320A to 320F in a direction orthogonal to the belts 322A,
322B are slightly smaller than the diameters of the coins.
[0016] FIG.3 is used to schematically indicate the
structure of a magnetic sensor 100 made according to
the present invention. A transmission detecting coil 11
is wound around a plate-like detecting core 10 shown in
FIG.4, so that a detection signal DT1 may be outputted
from the transmission detecting coil 11. Further, as
shown in FIG.4, a plate-like exciting core 20 having two
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notch portions on the upper center thereof is wound by
an exciting coil 21, while a projection 22 located be-
tween the two notch portions is wound by a reflection
detecting coil 23, so that a detection signal DT2 may be
outputted from the reflection detecting coil 23. On the
central portion of the magnetic censor 100, there is pro-
vided a passage 1 through which a coin to be detected
is transported and is allowed to pass. The exciting coil
21 and the reflection detecting coil 23 are used to form
an eddy current loss type magnetic sensor, with the de-
tection thereof being referred to as a reflection detecting
in the present invention. Nevertheless, the exciting coil
21 is excited by an excitation electric source 30, and a
detection signal DT1 is outputted from the transmission
detecting coil 11, while a detection signal DT2 is output-
ted from the reflection detecting coil 23. FIG.5 is used
to indicate a condition where the transmission detecting
coil 11 is wound around the detecting core 10, mean-
while the exciting coil 21 is wound around the exciting
core 20, and the reflection detecting coil 23 is wound
around the projection 22.
[0017] Further, FIG.6 is used to illustrate a condition
where Permalloy shield plates 12 and 24 are mounted
on the outsides of the detecting core 10 and the exciting
core 20, with the shield plates 12 and 24 being used to
shut off an external magnetism. Further, the magnetic
sensor 100 of the present invention is formed as having
a passage 1 whose surface is formed by a wear resistant
material 2. The passage 1 is formed between upper and
lower sensor sections, with the use of an integral mold-
ing treatment (3) as shown in FIG.7, which is a method
disclosed by the applicant in Japanese Patent Laid-
open No.9-73568. The exciting core 20 (an exciting coil
21, a reflection detecting coil 23) is received into the sen-
sor lower portion molded into a U-like shape, while a
detecting core 10 (a transmission detecting coil 11) is
received into the sensor upper portion molded into a rec-
tangular parallelepiped shape. A sensor case is formed
by a ceramic, a PPS resin or the like, with the sensor
upper portion and the sensor lower portion being sepa-
rable from each other by using screw means. FIG.8 is
used to indicate a condition in which the magnetic sen-
sor 100 is being used to detect a coin, where a coin 200
is caused to pass through a passage 1 by means of a
transporting belt 4, thereby performing the identification
of the coin 200 when it is in passing.
[0018] FIG.9 is used to indicate an example showing
an excitation electric source 30 and an detecting circuit
(detecting a reflection) of the magnetic sensor 100. The
excitation electric source 30 includes four oscillators 31,
32, 33 and 34 of different oscillating frequencies, with
their frequency outputs (in this example, 2 KHz, 10 KHz,
50 KHz, 200 KHz) being added together in an adding
amplifier 35 so as to be amplified, thereby exciting the
excitation coil 21 of the magnetic sensor 100, with the
use of the added excitation signal and by way of a driving
circuit 36. The detection signal DT2 fed from the reflec-
tion detecting coil 23 of the magnetic sensor 100 is fed

into four kinds of band pass filters (BPF) 41, 42, 43 and
44 by way of an amplifier 40, so as to be separated into
the above different frequency components. Then, the
separated different frequency signals are respectively
passed through full wave rectifying circuits (51, 52, 53,
54) and low pass filters (LPF) (61, 62, 63, 64), so as to
obtain direct current levels. Further, these different fre-
quency signals are passed through A/D converters (71,
72, 73, 74), so as to be outputted as digital detection
signals SG1, SG2, SG3, SG4. The detection signals
SG1, SG2, SG3, SG4 are then fed to an identifying
means which will be described later, thereby performing
the coin identification. Moreover, the detection signal
DT1 fed from the transmission detecting coil 11 is fed to
the identifying means, so as to be used for detecting the
outer appearance (diameter) of a coin. However, al-
though in the present example, four kinds of different
frequencies have been used, it is also possible to use
three kinds of frequencies. At this time, they may be 2
KHz, 10 KHz and 50 KHz.
[0019] With regard to the above constitution, an ex-
ample of an operation will be described. FIG.10 and FIG.
11 are used to indicate examples of several wave forms
of the excitation signal and the detection signal. Here,
in order to make a simplified description, the following
explanation will be made using only two kinds of fre-
quencies.
[0020] FIG.10 is used to indicate a process beginning
with the excitation of the magnetic sensor 100 by syn-
thesizing together several frequency components and
ending with the separation of different frequency com-
ponents of the detection signal. (A) of the figure is used
to indicate an excitation signal of a low frequency, while
(B) of the figure is used to indicate an excitation signal
of a high frequency. These excitation signals are syn-
thesized in an adding amplifier 35, and are applied
through a driving circuit 36 to the exciting coil 21 of the
magnetic sensor 100. Therefore, the synthesized signal
applied to the exciting coil 21 will become that as shown
in (C) of FIG.10. Then, the detection signal DT2 output-
ted from the reflection detecting coil 23 of the magnetic
sensor 100 will become that as shown in (D) of FIG.10,
which is a wave form corresponding to the excitation sig-
nal. Such signal will then be fed to band pass filters 41
to 44. Here, for example, only a low frequency signal as
shown in (E) of the figure will be extracted correspond-
ing to each band pass frequency. Nevertheless, al-
though there has been described the synthesizing and
separation of two kinds of frequency signals, the above
description is also suitable for a case dealing with four
kinds of frequency signals.
[0021] On the other hand, FIG.11 is used to indicate
an example for processing a high frequency signal ob-
tained by frequency-separating the detection signal DT2
fed from the magnetic sensor 100. (F), (G), (H) of the
figure are used to indicate examples of the wave forms
(at a time of stand-by) when there is no coin, while (I),
(J), (K) of the figure are used to indicate examples of the
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wave forms (at a time of detection) when a coin posses.
Further, (F) and (I) of FIG.11 are respectively used to
indicate examples of the wave forms fed from the band
pass filters (41 to 44), (G) and (J) of the figure are re-
spectively used to indicate examples of the wave forms
fed from the full wave rectifying circuits (51 to 54), (H)
and (K) the figure are respectively used to indicate ex-
amples of the wave forms fed from the low pass filters
(61 to 64). The output signals shown in (H) and (K) of
FIG.11 are converted into digital detection signals (SG1
to SG4) by A/D converters (71 to 74), so as to be used
in coin identifying process carried out by an identifying
means. Here, FIG.11(K') is an enlarged graph obtained
by enlarging FIG.11(K) in the direction of the vertical ax-
is. If "a" is used to represent an output signal level at a
time of stand-by, and if "b" is used to represent a mini-
mum value of an output signal level during the detection,
an output attenuation (a - b) caused by a coin, may be
converted into a standardized value in accordance with
the output signal level a at a time of stand-by, and such
standardized value is referred to as an attenuation rate
( = (a - b)/a), and is used as a characteristic amount for
coin identification. The identifying means is used to per-
form the coin identification with the use of such stand-
ardized value. Although there will occur some irregular-
ities in output signal level due to some irregularities in
the magnetic sensor 100 and the signal processing cir-
cuit, it is possible to absorb such irregularities by per-
forming a standardization in accordance with the output
signal level "a" as in the above manner. However, the
identifying means is capable of performing a compari-
son between various characteristic amounts and deter-
mination ranges set in advance for each denomination
of coin, thereby identifying whether a coin is true one or
not.
[0022] FIG.12 is used to indicate an example showing
some attenuation rates determined by detecting the re-
flection (detection signal DT2) of four kinds of coins of
different structures, including an Al coin and a CuNi coin
each having a monometal structure (a monomer struc-
ture), a CuNi/Al/CuNi three-layer coin having a bimetal-
lic structure (a clad structure), and an Al/CuNi/Al three-
layer coin. If a coin is made of a clad structure having a
diameter of 26 mm and a thickness of 2 [mm], its front
and back skin layers will each have a thickness of 0.5
[mm], while its middle core layer will have a thickness
of 1 [mm]. In FIG.12, there are indicated plots according
to six kinds of frequencies, but in the identifying appa-
ratus it is not necessary to have six kinds of frequencies.
Here, when in a high frequency, the attenuation rate will
depend upon the material properties of the surface lay-
er. When in a low frequency, the attenuation rate will de-
pend also upon the material properties of the middle lay-
er. For this reason, if the attenuation rates at the above
four kinds of frequencies (2 KHz, 10 KHz, 50 KHz, 200
KHz) are compared with the criteria decided in advance,
it is allowed to identify the above four kinds of coins. On
the other hand, when the attenuation rate changes with

temperature, a result will be like that as recited in Jap-
anese Patent Laid-open No.9-73568. Namely, it is al-
lowed to perform a temperature detection by making use
of an electric resistance change caused by a tempera-
ture change of the exciting coil, so as to detect an am-
bient temperature and to carry out a correction in ac-
cordance with the ambient temperature. FIG.13 is used
to indicate an example showing an attenuation rate de-
pending on a transmission detection (detection signal
DT1) of four kinds of coins having different structures
shown in FIG.12. In a case of transmission detection,
since an output attenuation rate has nothing to do with
an arranging order of the layers, it is impossible to dis-
criminate the above two kinds of the clad structures.
[0023] Further, FIG.14 and FIG.15 are respectively
used to indicate examples showing attenuation rates of
reflection detection and transmission detection of a coin
which is formed by clamping a ferromagnetic material
with a second layer. In FIG.14, when a ferromagnetic
material is clamped as the second layer, an output is
increased instead of being attenuated in a low frequency
area (coming to a minus area). Therefore, it is under-
stood that a related material is a ferromagnetic material.
However, with respect to FIG.15, even when a ferro-
magnetic material is clamped as the second layer, an
output at a low frequency area is attenuated (plus area
in the graph). Therefore, it is not understood that the
material is a ferromagnetic material by only the trans-
mission detection.
[0024] In this way, although in the transmission detec-
tion it is not possible to detect a difference in the order
of the layers of a coin having a clad structure, nor is it
possible to detect a ferromagnetic material, such kinds
of detections will be successful with the use of reflection
detection. With such reflection detection, since the at-
tenuation rate will decrease once there occurs a floating
of a coin during the transportation thereof, it is required
that a discrimination range must be made large in order
to deal with the floating of the coin. However, if this is
done, a result will be that a precision of identification will
be decreased. In order to perform coin identification
without causing a decrease in the precision, what is re-
quired is that various attenuation rates at various fre-
quencies are divided by an attenuation rate at any op-
tional frequency, thereby obtaining standardized values
which are used to carry out the coin identification. Fur-
ther, it is also allowed not to perform the above identifi-
cation at discrete frequencies as described in the above,
instead, it is required to store continuous output levels
at various frequencies under a condition where the ex-
citation frequencies are swept during a stand-by period,
to stop the coin on the magnetic sensor, to sweep the
excitation frequencies, to calculate continuous output
level at each detected frequency, thereby obtaining a
wave form of continuous attenuation rate for each fre-
quency, thus performing the identification in accordance
with such wave form.
[0025] FIG.16 is used to indicate a modified embodi-
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ment (100A) of the magnetic sensor used in the present
invention, in which the detecting core is divided into two
sections, transmission detecting coils 11A and 11B are
wound around the two divided cores, in a manner such
that a coin transporting belt 4 may be easily passed
through a passage 1.
[0026] Nevertheless, if the above reflection detection
is combined with the transmission detection (for exam-
ple, an attenuation rate at 200 KHz) for detecting the
diameter (outer appearance), it is sure to further im-
prove a precision in coin identification. Moreover, in or-
der to stabilize signals, it is possible for a pre-amplifier
to be contained within the magnetic sensor.
[0027] As described in the above, with the use of the
coin identifying method and the apparatus according to
the present invention, since it is possible to detect not
only the material property of a coin, but also the layer
structure thereof, it is sure to further improve an identi-
fying capability for identifying true or false of a coin.
Therefore, it is also exactly possible to identify a clad
coin.

Claims

1. A method of identifying a coin, wherein said coin is
constructed by three layers of a front surface, an
immediate body and a back surface, and said front
surface is acted by at least a first frequency, said
immediate body is acted by at least a second fre-
quency and said back surface is acted by at least a
third frequency, by using at least said three frequen-
cies.

2. A method of identifying a coin, characterized in that
said method employs an eddy current loss detect-
ing type magnetic sensor comprising coils, which
said magnetic sensor being formed by arranging an
exciting coil and a reflection detecting coil on the
same side with respect to a coin to be identified,
said method includes exciting the exciting coil by
synthesizing together at least three kinds of fre-
quencies, calculating an attenuation rate by divid-
ing, with an output of the reflection detecting coil
when not having a coin, an output difference of the
reflection detecting coil between a time having a
coin and a time not having a coin in relation to var-
ious frequencies, thereby performing the coin iden-
tification.

3. A method of identifying a coin, characterized in that
said method employs an eddy current loss detect-
ing type magnetic sensor comprising coils, which
said magnetic sensor being formed by arranging an
exciting coil and a reflection detecting coil on the
same side with respect to a coin to be identified,
said method includes exciting the exciting coil by
synthesizing together at least three kinds of fre-

quencies, calculating an attenuation rate by divid-
ing, with an output of the reflection detecting coil
when not having a coin, an output difference of the
reflection detecting coil between a time having a
coin and a time not having a coin in relation to var-
ious frequencies, dividing the attenuation rates at
the above various frequencies with an attenuation
rate at a specific frequency so as to effect a stand-
ardization, thereby performing the coin identifica-
tion.

4. A method of identifying a coin according to Claim 2
or 3, wherein the above coin identification is per-
formed in accordance with an output of a transmis-
sion detecting coil provided facing the above excit-
ing coil and the reflection detecting coil.

5. An apparatus for identifying a coin, characterized in
that said apparatus comprises an exciting coil to be
excited by synthesizing together at least three kinds
of frequencies, a reflection detecting coil wound
around the same core for winding the exciting coil,
a separating means for separating a plurality of the
frequency components from the output of the reflec-
tion detecting coil, an identifying means capable of
operating in accordance with a plurality of the fre-
quency components separated by the above sepa-
rating means, dividing with an output of the reflec-
tion detecting coil not having a coin an output dif-
ference of the reflection detecting coil between a
time having a coin and a time not having a coin in
relation to various frequencies, thereby calculating
an attenuation rate, thus performing the coin iden-
tification.

6. An apparatus for identifying a coin, characterized in
that said apparatus comprises an exciting coil to be
excited by synthesizing together at least three kinds
of frequencies, a reflection detecting coil wound
around the same exciting core for winding the ex-
citing coil, a separating means for separating a plu-
rality of the frequency components from the output
of the reflection detecting coil, an identifying means
capable of operating in accordance with a plurality
of the frequency components separated by the
above separating means, dividing with an output of
the reflection detecting coil not having a coin an out-
put difference of the reflection detecting coil be-
tween a time having a coin and a time not having a
coin in relation to various frequencies, thus calcu-
lating an attenuation rate, further, dividing the atten-
uation rates at the above various frequencies with
an attenuation rate at a specific frequency so as to
effect a standardization, thereby performing the
coin identification.

7. An apparatus for identifying a coin according to
Claim 5 or 6, wherein the above separating means
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comprises a band pass filter, a full wave rectifying
circuit, a low pass filter, and an A/D converter, the
above identifying means is capable of performing a
calculation with the use of a digital value.

8. An apparatus for identifying a coin according to
Claim 5 or 6, wherein said frequencies are four
kinds and are 2 KHz, 10 KHz, 50 KHz and 200 KHz.

9. An apparatus for identifying a coin, characterized in
that said apparatus comprises an exciting coil to be
excited by synthesizing together at least three kinds
of frequencies, a reflection detecting coil wound
around the same exciting core for winding the ex-
citing coil, a transmission detecting coil wound
around a detecting core facing the above exciting
core, a separating means for separating a plurality
of the frequency components from the output of the
reflection detecting coil, an identifying means capa-
ble of operating in accordance with a plurality of the
frequency components separated by the above
separating means, dividing with an output of the re-
flection detecting coil when not having a coin an out-
put difference of the reflection detecting coil be-
tween a time having a coin and a time not having a
coin in relation to various frequencies, thereby cal-
culating an attenuation rate, while at same time op-
erating in accordance with an output of the trans-
mission detecting coil to detect the outer appear-
ance of the coin so as to identify the same.

10. An apparatus for identifying a coin according to
Claim 9, wherein said detecting core is divided two
portions and transmission detecting coils are re-
spectively wound around said divided two portions.
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